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  It is hoped the function of designed surface function is easily appreciable from the standpoint of 
the optical function design. Therefore, the development demand of the method of forming surface 
function that satisfies the shape demanded easily and low-cost has risen. Then, surface function that 
uses UVink has been being researched as a new method of creating surface function. In the present 
study, the optical characteristic of the UVink is researched, and it experiments on the refractive index 
and the irregularity of stiffening chiefly. The difference went out to measure the refractive index. 
However, it corrected by making the jig for stiffening and the difference was able to be suppressed. 
Quantities of light that penetrate while the central portion's often passing light for the irregularity of 
stiffening, and leaving there decrease. 
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 実験には，紫外線硬化樹脂として UV POT 50209(帝国
インキ(株))を用いた．UV POT50209 は無色透明の顔料
インクであり，着色を自由に行うことができる特徴が

































(a) Schema of view control film (b) A-A’ cross section 



































Table1 Specifications of UV curable resin 





Table2 Experimental conditions 
t[min] 
Ed[W/m2] 
9.3 18.4 29.4 60 
5.0 3[kJ/m2] 6  18 
10.1 6  18  
16.2  18  57 



















































































Fig.4 Ray density is a comparison of influences on 
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(a) Proposal method   (b) Effect of θ1 on δ 
Fig.5 Refractometry method 
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Fig.6 Error factors 
Fig.７ Influence of error factors on displacement 
 
Fig.8 Stiffening and fixed jig for Refractometry 
 






























Fig.13 に，輝度分布を Fig.14 に示す． 
 Fig.13，14 より，球面収差が改善されていることが






































Table 3 Specifications of lens and UV curable resign 
Fig. 11 Comparison between UV curable 
resin transcript shape and lens shape 
 
(a) Lens only 
(b) With UVink    (c) Luminance distribution 
Fig.12 Aberration correction by UV curable resign 
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